
 

 

 

 

Younger Looking Skin For Life. 
                              

The ionic Nū-Lift™ Rejuvenation System by Essona Organics is a powerful, 

lightweight, multi-purpose device with state-of-the-art galvanic micro-current 

technology designed to help draw out impurities and to increase the absorption 

potential of the skin for immediate results. 

Expensive treatment at your doctor or beauty salon is no longer necessary, and 

you just need about 8-16 minutes to help draw out impurities and prevent the 

appearance of wrinkles, improve skin tone, elasticity and vibrancy. 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Behind the Technology 

The skin tissue is composed of epidermis as the 

outer layer, dermis, and hypodermis that contains 

fat. Skin cells renew every 28 days. The protective 

membrane in the epidermis layer can isolate skin 

from the harmful environment and substances and 

protect it, but at the same time, it may hinder the 

skin from absorbing nutritious substances.  

The ionic Nū-Lift™ Rejuvenation System uses both 

micro current and galvanic current with specific 

polarity to help draw out the impurities on a 

deeper level. Meanwhile, the gentle current 

stimulates the skin with its thorough massage, 

which supports the development of healthy skin 

tissues and strengthens collagen and elastin fibers. 

Thus skin becomes delicate and soft, fresh and 

natural, full of elasticity, with a younger-looking 

glow.  

 

The ionic Nū-Lift™ Skin Rejuvenation System 
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Product Specifications: 

Power Supply 2 PCS AAA Battery Measurement 135 X 38 X 23 mm 

Working Current 10 ~ 50 mA Weight 43 g 

Rated Voltage 3V  FDA Certified 

 

 

Basic Features 

Four step beauty system: Cleansing, Massage, Nutrient and Lifting 

Micro current & Galvanic technology with both positive ion and negative ions  

Vibration micro-massage with vibration sensor 

Auto stop function with 4 minutes for each step 

Easy to use, portable and can be used anytime and anywhere 

 

Components & Function   

    



 

 

The ionic Nū-Lift™ Rejuvenation System is designed with four treatment steps for a professional spa 

experience at home. Each step should last 2-4 minutes, depending on the desired level of results. 

After 4 minutes, it will stop automatically. 

 

Uses 2 AAA batteries. 

 

Do not use oily creams while using the unit. Use water-soluble lotion or conducting gel to get the 

best conductivity and results. Use the Essona Organics skin care treatment regimen that is 

specifically designed for use with the ionic Nū-Lift™ Rejuvenation System. 

 



 



 



 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Four Step System to Reveal Younger-Looking Skin: 

Step 1. Cleansing – Draw out impurities inside the pores, deep cleansing skin. 

Remove makeup and use Spring Dew Facial Cleanser to wash your face. Rinse well. Apply 

NuFusion Treatment Gel generously on your whole face or specific area of concern. Switch 

unit to “Cleaning” setting. Choose intensity level (start with the “low” setting). Gently work 

the unit in a circular motion from the center of your face outward. Avoid neck and eyelids. 

The positive ions attract blackheads and dead cells deeply from the pores like a magnet, 

removing excess deposits of dirt, debris and impurities better than cleansing alone. (2-4 

minutes). 

Step 2. Balancing - Soothing current stimulation to refresh skin. 

Switch unit to “Balance” setting. Choose intensity level (start with the “low” setting). Apply 

NuFusion Treatment Gel if necessary to keep your skin lubricated. Gently work the unit in a 

circular motion from the center of your face outward. Avoid neck and eyelids. The positive 

and negative ions stimulate (massage) the skin alternatively, promoting blood circulation 

and increased metabolism of skin cells, making the skin more healthy and glossy. (2-4 

minutes).  

Step 2 prepares the skin for Step 3. 

Step 3. Nutrition – Nourish your skin at a deeper level. 

Switch unit to “Nourish” setting. Choose intensity level (start with the “low” setting). Apply 

NuFusion Treatment Gel if necessary to keep your skin lubricated. Gently work the unit in a 

circular motion from the center of your face outward. Avoid neck and eyelids. The 

negative ions help to invigorate and improve the penetration potential of the healthy 

nutrients in the Essona Organics Skin Care products, thereby leaving your skin healthy, 

smooth and glowing!  

(2-4 minutes). 

Step 4. Lifting- Support sagging and drooping skin and reshape facial lines. 

Switch unit to “Lifting” setting. Choose intensity level (start with the “low” setting). Apply 

NuFusion Treatment Gel if necessary to keep your skin lubricated. Gently work the unit in a 



circular motion from the center of your face outward. Avoid neck and eyelids. The positive 

and negative ion surge stimulates skin alternatively, reduces facial muscle tension, 

enhances the underlying connective tissue, erases fine lines and wrinkles and keeps skin 

smooth and tight. 

(2-4 minutes). 

*After you are done with your session, rinse your face and apply SeaMist Toner and NoLines 

Face Serum and NoLines Eye Serum. Wait a few minutes and finish with Ancient Secret 

(lifting), Wine Rose (anti-aging), Pearl Glow (whitening, brightening,) Royall Lotus 

(nourishing), Seatopia (hydration) Herbal Bliss (healing), Clearal (acne) or your favorite 

Essona Organics product. 

*Note: You do not have to do all 4 steps at once. You can spread the step throughout the week. The 

2 most important steps are cleansing and balancing. Make sure that you keep your face well 

lubricated with NuFusion Gel to increase conductivity and reduce friction. The only product you 

should use while using the unit is NuFusion Treatment Gel. 

 

 

 

The ionic Nū-Lift™ Rejuvenation System is designed to be used with Essona 

Organics Skin Care products. 

 

 

 

 

Inner Health, Outer Beauty  
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